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Abstract
The objective of this research lies in the evaluation of the possible options 
for the conceptualization of the Russian national idea at the current stage 
of development. Methods. Traditional and formalized document analysis, 
systemic and comparative analysis, political diagnostics, expert surveys and 
focus groups have been used as basic research methods. Main results. The 
results of this research show the remaining multi-layered and controversial 
character of the existing versions and interpretations of the Russian nation-
al idea. A few key plots and paradigms have been established in this area. 
They focus on the idea of patriotism (the official discourse), the topics of 
“restoration” of the “great power status” (the party discourse), the ideas of 
“justice”, “the state of the whole people”, “the Eurasian mission” (experts) 
and the symbiosis of national patriotic and patriarchal paternalistic keynotes 
(the population). However, these ideas are shared by most Russian people 
to a varying degree and represent the basis of social discourse. Conclusions. 
Systematization of discourse practices, research data, assessments and ex-
pert recommendations draws attention to the correlation between the con-
cepts “national idea” and “state idea” and the necessity to rethink the post-
modernist interpretations of utilitarian and technocratic approaches. 
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Taking into account the local experience and modern challenges, the es-
sence of the Russian national idea can be expressed by the triad “Justice. 
Patriotism. Faith.” In the course of its implementation, it is extremely im-
portant not to underestimate the complexity of the population composition 
and the form of government. The novelty of this research consists in con-
sideration of the interrelation between the internal and external dimensions 
of the national idea and its semantic field in the conte t of o erlappin  
multicomponent factors.

Keywords: great power, civil identity, “Eurasian mission”, nation-build-
ing, national idea, patriotism, spatial development, “Russian idea”, “sov-
ereign democracy”.

La Idea Nacional De La Rusia Moderna En El Discur-
so Oficial  Del Partido

Resumen
El objetivo de esta investigación radica en la evaluación de las posibles 
opciones para la conceptualización de la idea nacional rusa en la etapa ac-
tual de desarrollo. Métodos Se han utilizado análisis de documentos tradi-
cionales y formalizados, análisis sistémicos y comparativos, diagnósticos 
políticos, encuestas de expertos y grupos focales como métodos básicos 
de investigación. Resultados principales Los resultados de esta investi-
gación muestran el carácter polémico y polémico restante de las versiones 
e interpretaciones existentes de la idea nacional rusa. Se han establecido 
algunas parcelas y paradigmas clave en esta área. Se centran en la idea de 
patriotismo (el discurso oficial), los temas de restauraci n  del estatus 
de ran poder  (el discurso del partido), las ideas de usticia , el esta-
do de todo el pue lo , a misi n euroasi tica  (e pertos) y la sim io-
sis de las notas cla e patri ticas y patriarcales nacionales (la po laci n)  
Sin embargo, estas ideas son compartidas por la mayoría de los rusos en 
un grado variable y representan la base del discurso social. Conclusiones 
La sistematización de las prácticas del discurso, datos de investigación, 
evaluaciones y recomendaciones de expertos llama la atención sobre la 
correlación entre los conceptos “idea nacional” e “idea de estado” y la 
necesidad de repensar las interpretaciones posmodernas de los enfoques 
utilitarios y tecnocráticos. Teniendo en cuenta la experiencia local y los 
desafíos modernos, la esencia de la idea nacional rusa se puede expresar 
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con la tríada “Justicia. Patriotismo Fe. ”En el curso de su implementac-
ión, es extremadamente importante no subestimar la complejidad de la 
composición de la población y la forma de gobierno. La novedad de esta 
investigación consiste en considerar la interrelación entre las dimensiones 
internas y externas de la idea nacional y su campo semántico en el contexto 
de factores multicomponentes superpuestos.

Palabras clave: gran poder, identidad civil, “misión euroasiática”, con-
strucción nacional, idea nacional, patriotismo, desarrollo espacial, “idea 
rusa”, “democracia soberana”.

1. Introduction
Throughout the existence of the Russian statehood in various historical 
and geopolitical forms, which goes back over a thousand years, the spatial 
factor has een one of the most si nificant aspects in terms of self determi-
nation of people, authorities, development of their relations and position-
in  of the country on the lo al sta e  oreo er, its si nificance has een 
growing. From the ontological and axiological perspectives, balanced co-
existence and development of the state and society are often substantiated, 
directed and supported by a certain core idea, which can be represented by 
a national idea. However, the enormous size of the country, its extended 
borders, the complexity of population composition and various interpreta-
tions of the country s destiny (mission statement) at different sta es of the 
historical tra ectory due to the specific features of the political re ime, the 
external environment and other reasons resulted in a variety of versions 
and patterns of the national idea.
In modern conditions, the determinants of the content of the national idea 
and its interpretation are even more multi-layered and often blurred in the 
ideological and other respects. The spatial structure of Russia is still char-
acterized by heterogeneity, interregional and intraregional disproportions; 
increased economic activity in a limited area of the macro zone of the 
Center and North-West of Russia; low infrastructural development; pres-
ence of federal subjects with complex structure and general asymmetry of 
the Russian Federation; local ethnic areas overlapping with national and 
state areas. All of that combined with increased confrontation in the global 
media space, brought about by geopolitical ambitions of some countries, 
attempts to revise and falsify history, problems of national identity aggra-
vated as a result of penetration of globalization into the national culture, 
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the highest participation of the country in international relations in the his-
tory of Russia in the context of geopolitical pluralization of the traditional 
areas of accounta ility and in uence of the country, ha e a meanin ful 
effect on resolution of many fundamental issues, including the ones con-
cerning the interrelation between ethnic and civil identities, accomplish-
ment of formation of the Russian nation, status and role characteristics of 
Russia as one of the major powers in Eurasia and the world.
One of the effective solutions to global challenges and threats faced by 
Russia, as well as internal dangers and vulnerabilities, might be reach-
ing social and political consensus regarding the national idea. However, 
its final choice is hampered y the past e perience and present e ents, 
as well as the complexity of political initiation, management and control 
processes, hich do not al ays smoothly fit ith natural historical and so-
cio-cultural parameters. Therefore, research into the indicated problem is 
very relevant in terms of neutralization of negative trends and destructive 
ideological practices based on the existing potential and its further growth.
The objective of this research is the evaluation of the possible options 
for the conceptualization of the Russian national idea at the current stage 
of development. It suggests tackling the following tasks: measuring the 
degree of orientation of theoretical discourse towards the key aspects of 
the national idea with due consideration of the main trends in social and 
lo al de elopment  identification of the ran e of e pert ud ments and 

views on this issue, as well as capturing and projection of the views held 
y ordinary people  identification of the specific features of the perception 

of the national idea in the Russian political community; establishment of 
the correlation et een the spatial (territorial), ethnic and other factors 
affecting the formation, promotion and evolution of the Russian national 
idea in the context of local historical and political background.
Review of the state of exploration of the formulated topic in Russian and 
foreign research literature can be long and extensive. This debatable and 
multifaceted issue is re ected in arious ie s and standpoints  o e er, 
in this article, e ill confine oursel es to the representation of the opin-
ions that seem essential to us and focus on the fundamental plots showing 
the entwinement of the internal and external dimensions of the problem.
Undoubtedly, this issue is one of the main topics in the Russian intellectual 
tradition, which is closely connected with discussions about the general 
sense of the existence of a people as a spiritual unity, its self-preservation 
and development in different legal political and spatial environments. It is 
no coincidence that special emphasis has been placed on the evolution of 
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the national idea and its mythologemes (Holy Rus – Moscow – the Third 
ome  the official nation  communism  patriotism) and identification 

of the ey characteristics of each ersion ( hilo , a)  hen it comes 
to recent history, the development of Russian national ideology includes 
t o periods  deideolo i ation (the late s  early s) and reideolo-
i ation (the mid s  the present time)  esearchers ha e pointed out 

that discussion about the necessity of a state/national idea has been taking 
place durin  the second period ( u hamet yano a u al, )
Within the framework of the evolutionary process, an appeal to the emer-
gence of “neoconservatism” can be recognized as another aspect of the 
Russian theoretical discourse. Its content unveils by contrast with “archa-
ic” conservatism as a “relative” and “sworn brother” of the “Russian idea”. 
ts typical assumption consists in the insufficiency of the alue class of 
ro th  in ussia ( hernysho , )

n the course of re ections on the ne  national idea of ussia, its ia ility 
and the role of the country in the modern world, the term “great power” 
is used uite fre uently  ccordin  to  hernyshe  ( ), it should 
be based on “cherishing a person”. Other authors agree with this point of 
view. In their opinion, a national idea based on the development of human 
identity should be the subject and result of social agreement (Mitrokhina 
and haidullo , )
In terms of a national idea, works that analyze the potential future of Rus-
sia are of great interest. Some researchers see it as a post-capitalist knowl-
edge society, the intellectual and ethical values of which are determined 
by the idea of “kind reasonableness, which is becoming the Russian idea 
of the st century  ( le see a and le see , )
It appears that, in spite of the seemingly abstract wording of the national 
idea, it follo s the ussian intellectual tradition, hich re ects the main 
sense of the existence of the people – priority of spirituality and ethics 
over the material side of life and consumerism. Moreover, the national 
idea is becoming even more actual due to a radical transformation – blur-
rin  of traditional national and state orders, increasin  mi ration o s, 
redistribution of wealth, technologies, knowledge, science, information, 
geopolitical power, etc. Reassessment of the nature and prospects of lib-
eral democracy is taking place since some of its attributes, such as hu-
man rights and freedoms, have been emasculated. In this connection, K. 

 ad hie  ( ) raises the issue of alues, ideals and principles that 
are above democracy, human rights and freedoms and unite people into 
integrated communities”.
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The meaning of the national idea is interpreted in different ways in research 
papers by Russian scientists, both in terms of qualitative parameters – one 
dominant idea or image or rather an ideological symbiosis and in terms 
of the focus of interpretation and scalin  ethnic (the ussian people), na-
tional ( the political nation , the ci ic nation ), ci ili ational (the ast, 
the est, urasianism) or supranational ( an la ism)  ome authors put 
their hope on the national idea as the main unifying force providing suc-
cessful development and effective governance of a country, a “vivifying 
spring” instilling the energy of “creation, discoveries and breakthroughs, 
heroism and ood deeds  ( ula shin, , p  )  ther point out its my-
thologized nature and the inability to solve systemic problems of the soci-
ety, seein  no opportunity to i e it a clear definition ( iller, )
Authors of English-language literature, including Russian scientists, high-
light different key points and suggest different priorities. The same idea of 
patriotism is interpreted through the lens of Russian “performative non-lib-
eralism”, the dichotomy between liberalism and “totalization” (Makary-
che  and atsy ,  )  The present and future of the country are 
interpreted in terms of authoritarianism, in particular, the one that mani-
fests itself in the relations between branches of government, according to 

 rol ( ),  ish ( ),  o ertson ( ), and throu h the 
model of a ressi e immo ility  ( reene, )   rina ( ) claims 
that “promotion” of Russian patriotism “inevitably” leads to “reduction of 
diversity in Russia”, which has a negative effect on the rich cultural legacy 
and “undermines the peaceful coexistence of individuals and groups that 
comprise the ussian society  ( rina, )  ithin this paradi m, some 
researchers (  aine and others) illin ly resort to such e pressions as 
ne  ussian nationalism  ( olst  and la isrud, ), nationalism 

as a political concept”, “competition for nationalist argumentation”, and 
pro o ernment nationalist forces  ( aine, )

Some authors consider the prospects of establishment of “the Russian ir-
redenta  an assem ly of the ussian (ethnic) lands , empire uildin , 

urasianism , the national ussian state  (Tor a o , ), etc  Thus, 
they touch upon the external dimension of the Russian national idea and 
its projections on the post-Soviet territory in the context of “searching for 
identity  ( ichardson,  o erts, )  n a lo al scale, the current 
period is compared with the cold war era and the conclusion is drawn that 
“today’s Russia lacks a clear civilizational identity and does not follow an 
alternati e pro ect of modernity   aslo s i ( ) ie s the recent 
conser ati e turn  in ussian politics as a specific interpretation of u-
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ropean modernity.
It appears that the abundance of opinions represents clear evidence of the 
unfadin  importance of this issue not only on the national (domestic) le el 
but also on an international scale. The search for an internal structure of 
self-awareness and a foundation for the future development of the country 
and its people is intertwined with domestic and external attempts to iden-
tify the new status and role of Russia on the global stage, its relations with 
other countries and actors. At the same time, the vagueness, lack of clarity 
and other similar qualities that characterize the above-mentioned views 
and in the real political practices require a deeper insight into the internal 
and external dimensions of this issue. It is essential to provide analytical 
substantiation of the possible variants of the national idea taking into ac-
count the content of social and political discourse (primarily and predom-
inantly the internal one) and the o er a thousand year lon  e perience of 
the Russian model of state and civilizational development and bearing in 
mind the national interests, opportunities and the potential of the Russian 
society and people in the complex environment full of global, regional and 
internal risks, challenges and threats.

2. Methods
The research is based on the materials of an expert survey on the issue 
of nation-building and development of the Russian national idea, a focus 
roup inter ie , studies of te ts pu lished y official authorities, pro ram 

documents of political parties operating in the Russian Federation, other 
materials pu lished on their official e sites, secondary analysis of the 
data obtained in the course of mass sociological surveys conducted by 
Russian opinion research centers.
During the formalized distant expert survey we interviewed 20 represent-
ati es of the scientific and e pert community of the ussian ederation 
( a an ( ol a e ion) ederal ni ersity,  ernads y rimean eder-
al University, M.V. Lomonosov Moscow State University, Perm State Na-
tional Research University, the Russian Presidential Academy of National 
Economy and Public Administration, Saint Petersburg State University, 
N.G. Chernyshevsky Saratov State National Research University, etc. and 
the epu lic of elarus (the elarusian nstitute for trate ic tudies)  

ll e perts hold d anced octorate ( ) or h  ( ) academic de rees 
in political or social studies, history, philosophy or law. The survey was 
carried out using a specially developed form that included 30 questions 
divided into three thematic blocks. This article analyzes the answers to 
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questions from the second block that focuses on conceptualization of the 
Russian national idea.
An expert survey was used along with such methods as document analysis, 
political dia nostics, etc  pecifically, analysis of documents as important 
data carriers and tools of representation used by the leading political sub-
jects of the Russian Federation has helped to identify the variants of the 
essence, factors, opportunities for development and implementation of a 
national idea suggested in these documents. The research is based on of-
ficial documents, includin  the annual residential ddress to the eder-
al Assembly, other statements and addresses made by senior government 
officials and pro ram documents of political parties re istered in ussia  
Non-formalized traditional document analysis was supplemented by ele-
ments of formalized research by means of discourse analysis. Within the 
context of the issue under consideration, discourse analysis focused on the 
reconstruction of the processes of sociopolitical objectivation, communi-
cation and legitimization of semantic structures of the national idea.

or the purpose of identification of ima es and conceptual structures in 
the collective consciousness taking part in the formation of civil identity, 
the nature of perception of the national idea and the leading consolidating 
plots, a focus group interview “Formation of territorial identities of Rus-
sian people: symbols and brands, images, concepts and myths” has been 
carried out. A presentation containing different symbols, from state sym-
ols (the a , coat of arms and anthem) to re ional monuments, rands 

and logos of local factories, historical and modern person images, etc. was 
used as stimulus material. The age range of participants was broad: from 
18 to 65 years old, which was determined by the goal of the survey, i.e. to 
embrace different age groups.
Usage of political diagnostics methods, systemic and comparative analysis 
allowed us to identify and classify the gaps, differences and similarities 
in the interpretations of the national idea presented in scientific literature 
and discourse political practices and determine the possible variants of the 
national idea taking into account the background of Russia and modern 
realia.

3. Results
The conducted research has allowed us to investigate expert assessments, 
constants and dominants of the political discourse related to the key aspects 
of the issue under consideration  These findin s are represented elo

 ossi le ariants (foundations) of the ussian national idea
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The majority of experts agreed on the choice of the preferred option – 
“the idea of justice”. Another common answer chosen by more than a 
third of experts was the idea of “the state of the whole people”. The ide-
as of a “Eurasian mission”, “sovereign democracy” and protective ideas 
( rthodo  hristianity, traditional alues, etc ) ere also uite popular  
It is noteworthy that the option “the Russian idea” was outvoted by the 
above-mentioned variants, and the option “the idea of Slavic brotherhood” 
was chosen only by one expert. None of the experts chose the option “ex-
port of security”. The expert additionally suggested the option “the in-
herent value of the cultural component”. Thus, the experts focus on the 
internal component of the national idea to a greater degree, but they also 
find the eopolitical ( urasian ) aspect appealin
In this case, the answers submitted by the experts extrapolate a certain 
cross-section of discourse practices taking place over the recent political 
cycles connected with particular castling moves but do not fully coincide 
with them. For instance, from 2008 to 2012 the “renewal” and “moderni-
ation of ussia  ere often mentioned in the official discourse  t is note-

worthy that in this period Russia was called “a country of a free nation” 
(The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Feder-
ation of  o em er )  The resident mentioned the necessity and 
possibility of “obtaining the status of world power on a conceptually new 
foundation” – comprehensive modernization “based on democratic val-
ues and institutions” (The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly 
of the ussian ederation of  o em er )  The appeal to the future 
accompanied by the emphasis on the traditional values and usage of the 
epithet “great Russia” were typical during that period (The Presidential 
Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Federation of 30 Novem-
er )  ere one can notice a correlation ith e perts  preferences, 

which is expressed by the words “Russia... needs faith in the future and 
justice” (The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian 

ederation of  ecem er )
From 2012 to 2018 the idea of patriotism becomes the keynote of many 
speeches deli ered y senior o ernment officials  part from that, this 
idea is coupled with the plot related to “civil responsibility” and “responsi-
bility for the country”. The task “to build a rich and prosperous Russia” is 
set for the nation, but its material component is supplemented by concep-
tual alue content  e should not ust de elop ith confidence, ut also 
preserve our national and spiritual identity, not lose our sense of national 
unity. We must be and remain Russia”. The historical theme sounds much 
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more prominent; it is smoothly intertwined with the idea of looking ahead 
and focusing on the future declared earlier. The Presidential Address to the 
Federal Assembly that marked the beginning of a new period is illustrative 
in this respect (The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the 

ussian ederation of  ecem er )  The thesis a out the si nif-
icance of traditional values (“that have made up the spiritual and moral 
foundation of civilization in every nation for thousands of years: the values 
of traditional families, real human life, including religious life, not just 
material existence but also spirituality, the values of humanism and global 
di ersity ) is e ol in  They are assi ned a conser ati e meanin  in eep-
ing with N.A. Berdyaev’s views as preventing the movement backwards 
and downward, “into chaotic darkness” (The Presidential Address to the 

ederal ssem ly of the ussian ederation of  ecem er )  t the 
same time, the confinement of the country in its o n orders is denied  
Russia is described as “a part of a global world that is changing rapidly” 
(The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the Russian Feder-
ation of  ecem er )  The idea of ustice is still presented in a pro-
nounced way. The natural character of this idea for the Russian culture is 
emphasized. Another cross-cutting issue of this period is the topic of unity, 
solidarity and to etherness of the nation ith an important specification  
“when we speak of solidarity and unity, what we mean is conscious and 
natural consolidation of our people in the interests of Russia’s successful 
development” (The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the 
Russian Federation of 4 December 2014; The Presidential Address to the 

ederal ssem ly of the ussian ederation of  ecem er )
Throughout the current political cycle, many of the dominants of the of-
ficial discourse that ere introduced earlier ha e een reproduced  They 
include a focus on providing prosperous future for the country and people 
(the goals of breakthrough development, long-term growth and dynam-
ic de elopment) and an emphasis on historical plots  The lines from the 
Presidential Address of 2018 that express the uniqueness and abilities of 
Russia are noteworthy: the “unwavering forward-looking drive, coupled 
with traditions and values”. Finding solutions to large-scale problems will 
allo  to pro ide efittin  ans ers to the challen es of a rapidly chan in  
world and preserve Russia as a civilization with its own identity, rooted 
in centuries-long traditions and the culture of our people, our values and 
customs” (The Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of the Rus-
sian Federation of 1 March 2018; The Presidential Address to the Federal 

ssem ly of the ussian ederation of  e ruary )
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Program statements of parliamentary political parties of the Russian Fed-
eration can be actually viewed as a part of governmental discourse since 
they are represented in the federal legislative body through their members. 
However, some key points should be taken into consideration. Firstly, 
these statements show a relatively higher variety of suggestions that cor-
relates with differences in the ideology of parties. Second, parliamentary 
parties, including those that make up “loyal opposition”, predominantly 
demonstrate solidarity with the international policy suggested by the coun-
try’s top leadership; therefore, their general perception of the external di-
mension of the national idea (except individual points resulting from the 
specific features of their pro ram platform) is similar in many respects  

inally, it is important to remem er a out the insufficient authority of 
political parties and the parliament of the countries, which gives reasons 
to notice frequent duplication of the essential plots featuring in discourse 
practices of the heads of the state and government and the impossibility of 
transformation of their suggestions into a generalized trend of political dis-
course. To make it clear, in this research we did not take into consideration 
the practices of most non-parliamentary parties, although they also explore 
the issues of a national idea, nation-building, the present and future of the 
country ( a hlo  and a hlo a, )
Tellingly, the parliamentary parties of the Russian Federation are trying 
not to distin uish the national idea as a separate definition  nstead, they 
integrate their standpoint into the general course of program statements. At 
the same time, commitment to the restoration of Russia as a great power 
often becomes the keynote of party documents. However, the suggested 
strategies for its implementation are far from identical. To sum up, analysis 
of election programs of 2011 and 2016 shows that all parties represented 
in the federal parliament are moderately interested in the examined issue, 
but do not focus on it in greater detail. What they concentrate on is the 
content and directions of Russia’s domestic and foreign policy in gener-
al. Therefore, it largely explains the usage of general terminology (“great 
state , reat country , po er , otherland , patriotism , etc ) in the 
context of possible and desirable socioeconomic, political and cultural de-
velopment of the country.
2. The attitude to the idea of patriotism as the Russian national idea.
The vast majority of experts chose the option “The idea of patriotism 
should lie at the core of the national idea, but it should not be fully iden-
tified ith it  The second most popular ans er as the follo in  o e 
for one’s country is implied a priori, so the national idea should be more 
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original”. The options “The idea of patriotism is interpreted by political 
actors not clearly enough for it to be perceived by the people as a national 
idea  and The idea of patriotism can e identified ith the national idea  
were far less popular than the previous ones. The option “In modern con-
ditions in uenced y the processes of inte ration and lo ali ation, the 
values of patriotism are too blurred and vague to become the foundation of 
the national idea” was chosen only by one respondent. One of the experts 
left the following critical comment: “The more they speak of patriotism, 
the less real patriotism there is! In practice, the true meaning of this phe-
nomenon is commonly replaced with its imitation”.
It should be noted that in the discourse of power the idea of patriotism is 
used as one of the essential sense-making constructs. It is typical of all the 
above-mentioned periods, although at different times this idea was inter-
laced with slightly different accentuations and references. The Presiden-
tial Addresses to the Federal Assembly of 2008, 2012 and 2016 seem the 
most noteworthy in this respect. For instance, in the Address of 2008 pat-
riotism is associated with basic values (“things that cannot be given up”, 
thin s for hich e need to fi ht until ictory , thin s ithout hich 

it is impossi le to ima ine our country )  patriotism is elief in ussia, 
deep-rooted love for our native land and our great culture”.
Throughout the following political cycle, the association of patriotism 
with the national idea becomes more evident, as well as the recognition of 
its consolidating potential. In the Address of 2012, the President said: “Be-
ing a patriot means not only to treat one’s national history with love and 
respect, althou h, of course, that is ery important, ut first and foremost 
to serve one’s country and society”. Interlinking with the topics of civil 
responsibility and unity is developed in further speeches and announce-
ments made y the senior o ernment officials of ussia  or e ample, 
according to the President of the Russian Federation V.V. Putin, “We don’t 
have and there can’t be any other unifying idea, apart from patriotism”; 
“And that is a national idea” (Putin: natsionalnaya ideya v Rossii – eto 
patrioti m, )
n the ddress of , the resident stated unification of people due to 

patriotic values. Solidarity and unity are interpreted as conscious natural 
consolidation of people for the sake of successful development of Rus-
sia (“It is this readiness to work for our country’s sake and this sincere 
and deep-seated concern for Russia that form the foundation of this unity 
we see”; “we are a single people, a united people, and we have only one 

ussia )  orrelation ith the issue of ci il ri hts and freedoms is hat is 
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common for both later and earlier discourse practices.
Analysis of party programs also shows the constant presence of the patri-
otic idea, but it is not central or independent – rather, it is used as a com-
ponent of suggestions for the development of the society and state subject 
to certain conditions for the restoration of Russia as a great power. For 
instance, parties that took part in the electoral campaigns of 2011 and 2016 
 nited ussia, the ommunist arty of the ussian ederation ( ), 

the i eral emocratic arty of ussia ( ), ust ussia,and in  
also odina ( otherland ational atriotic nion) and i ic latform, 
used statements emphasi in  the si nificance of de elopment of patriotic 
ideas in their election programs. It should be noted though that the term 
“patriotism” and synonymous expressions were mentioned only in the 
election pro rams of  (  and ), i ic latform and odina 
parties in 2016. Other parties used the following terms and expressions 
in this context: “Motherland”, “united nation”, “global power”, etc. The 
obtained results are presented in more detail in Table 1.
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It is noteworthy that in permanent programs of political parties the de-
velopment of the topic of patriotism is more visible. The corresponding 
terminology can be found in party documents of CPRF, LDPR, Just Russia 
and Rodina.
Therefore, the idea of developing patriotism is mainly introduced to long-
term party pro rams  The reason is that the parties reco ni e its si nifi-
cance, but do not consider it to be the most attractive idea for voters in the 
current period, i.e. they are guided by pragmatic motives.
The conducted focus group interview shows the dominance of national 
patriotic and patriarchal paternalistic rhetoric among ordinary people. Re-

ections on the national idea of ussia ha e een recorded in the form 
of following theses and symbolic constructs: “great power”, “invincible 
country”, “restoration of might”, “protecting the land of our ancestors”, 
“historical roots and traditions”, “imperial force”, “patriotism”, “strength, 
greatness, power”, “civil dignity”, “civilization”, “justice and legitimacy”, 
“order and creation”, etc. Apparent commensalism of historical dominants, 
value foundations and social interests can be observed.
The attitudes to patriotism as a national idea shown by the participants 
of the focus group discussion were also controversial. On the one hand, 
patriotic feelings are viewed as the “foundation of a strong state”, “essen-
tial prerequisite for survival in the confrontation with the West”, “basis 
for education of citizens that live up to standards set by our ancestors”, 
“main link between the heroic past and the not-so-heroic present”, “one 
of the commonly shared values”, etc. The national symbols (the coat of 
arms, anthem and a ) instill pride and stand out amon  other sym ols 
that re ect national and ci il identity, hich is confirmed y numerous 
polls carried out by the Russian Public Opinion Research Center (VCI-

)  perts e plain this fact y the prolon ed echo  of such milestone 
events as the 2014 Sochi Olympics, the return of Crimea, the launch of the 
Crimean Bridge, the military operation in Syria and the 2018 FIFA World 
Cup, which were not decompensated by the fact that Russia was banned 
from participation in the 2018 Olympics, the retirement-age increase, in-
troduction of new tax regulations, etc.
n spite of the stron  emotional colorin , constructi e dri e and si nifi-

cant consolidating power, some discordant perception elements can also 
be observed. They are primarily connected with the imbalance between the 
historical topics (“victorious people”, “liberating people”, “hard-working 
people” and a series of negative events and trends in the development of 
the modern Russian society (“bureaucracy”, “gap between the rich and the 
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poor”, “discrepancy between the patriotic slogans and the non-patriotic 
deeds of the esta lishment )

n the hole, the official idea of unification of citi ens on the asis of 
patriotic values is being actively implemented and the level of patriotism 
in the consciousness of people is quite high. However, it is necessary to 
employ more effective mechanisms and technologies to reinforce this civil 
position.

 The necessity of ta in  into account the spatial (territorial) and ethnic 
factors in the context of the Russian national idea.

ore than half of the e perts a reed ith the option The definition of the 
ussian national idea should contain a reference to a federal (comple ) 

territorial form of government”. Other options were chosen by a fewer, but 
nearly e ual, num er of e perts  The definition of the ussian national 
idea should contain a reference to the global mission of the country”; “The 
definition of the ussian national idea should contain a reference to the 
specific urasian location of the country  The definition of the ussian 
national idea should not contain a reference to the ethnic component”. The 
option The definition of the ussian national idea should contain a refer-
ence to the ethnic component” was slightly less popular. One of the experts 
left a comment that the option he had selected ( the idea of ustice ) im-
plied equal distance from all of the suggested options.
Since the spatial boundaries of Russia did not remain unchanged, the terri-
torial aspect is objectively and subjectively intertwined with the historical 
one in terms of discourse practices. The complexity of the form of the 
Russian state structure and the population composition in the present and 
in the historical past leads to a permanent connection with the ethnic com-
ponent  Therefore, the constants of the official and party discourse should 
be considered taking into account this correlation and will be further dis-
cussed in clause 4.

 e ection of the specific features of the historical tra ectory and ci ili-
zational uniqueness of the Russian Federation in the content of its national 
idea.
Experts also showed a high degree of solidarity in this sphere: approxi-
mately two-thirds of the experts said that it is necessary to take this factor 
into consideration; others believe that the most appropriate answer to this 
question is “to a certain degree”.
In the position declared by the state authorities the following aspects are 
the most noteworthy: emphasis on the original structure of Russia (“Russia 
is the most multi-regional, multi-national and multi-confessional nation in 
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the orld ) and the historically de eloped uni ue and e traordinarily rich 
experience of tolerance and mutual respect; recognition of the support of 
ethnic traditions and cultures of the peoples of Russia as a prerequisite 
for strengthening the federal framework and for ensuring the harmoni-
ous functioning of the society; attributing an integral axiological meaning 
to interethnic peace (the Presidential Address to the Federal Assembly of 

)  lin in  historical eras for the purpose of national restoration, im-
portance of preservation of unique experience passed on by the ancestors, 
perception of Russia as a “civilization-state” (the Presidential Address of 

)  indication that the onstitution of the ussian ederation contains 
crucial unifying national ideas, substitution of the term “tolerance” (“neu-
tered and arren ) for the e pression natural life of different peoples 
within the framework of a single state” with an emphasis on traditional 
values and an increasing number of people in the world who share them 
(the residential ddress of )  a focus on profound understandin  of 
the essence and importance of national interests, as well as the duration of 
Russia’s historical trajectory (“the indivisibility and integrity of the thou-
sand year lon  history of our country ) (the residential ddress of )  
the necessity to firmly resist any manifestation of e tremism and eno-
phobia while defending ethnic and religious accord, which is the histori-
cal foundation of the society and the Russian statehood (the Presidential 

ddress of )  t is hi hli hted that the un a erin  for ard loo in  
drive, coupled with traditions and values, ensured the continuity in the 
thousand-year-long history of the Russian nation (the Presidential Address 
of )
As far as party discourse is concerned, the degree to which the issues re-
lated to the national idea are re ected in pro ram documents of parties 
corresponds with the level of coverage of both spatial and ethnic factors in 
such documents. Interrelation between the recognition of the right of each 
people for preservation and development of its culture and the necessity 
to reinforce the unity of the Russian nation can be traced, which is proven 
by the quotes in Table 2.
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The specific features of the historical tra ectory of ussia are uite ell ar-
ticulated in the party discourse. For instance, one of the strategic statements 
in the programs of such parties as CPRF and Just Russia is recognition of 
the continued si nificance of the ictory in the reat atriotic ar for 
development of the state and peoples that live in its territory. Awareness of 
the importance of the historical factor is manifested in many other program 
statements (Ta le )
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The Rodina party discusses the topic of the historical past, mainly relying 
on the statements declared ithin the official discourse  ne of the essen-
tials issues in the rhetoric of the party is historical continuity. In spite of 
ideological disagreements with Rodina, the Civic Platform party similarly 
believes that “modern Russia is the successor of Kievan Rus, the Musco-
vite state, the Russian Empire and the Soviet Union”. This party adheres 
to the view that the Russian statehood has been based on equal partnership 
of various peoples living in Russia and its development continues on this 
foundation. LDPR considers the collapse of the USSR and further actions 
aimed at the restoration of Russia to be the main reference points in the 
evaluation of the historical aspect as a component of the national idea. By 
contrast, United Russia does not focus on the historical past and suggests 
mechanisms for the dynamic development of the country in the future.
5. Ideological neutrality of the national idea
It is notable that the opinions of experts divided into two virtually equal 
halves: ten positive and nine negative answers. To clarify his view, one 
of the e perts specified that such neutrality is hardly possi le since a na-
tional idea is a consolidating foundation and ideology represents its value 
content. However, in his opinion, ideology should be related to the system 
of values and norms rather than with the ideology declared by a political 
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party in its classic sense.
The first ie point (a reement ith the statement) as supported y ref-
erences to “The democratic principle of political diversity”; “Negative 
historical experience”; “Existence of constitutional restrictions”. A less 
popular argument was “Domination of one party that is not interested in 
presenting its ideological views on the national idea”. The option “Lack 
of clear ideolo ical ie s amon  the most in uential political parties of 
Russia” was not chosen by any experts.
The second ie point (disa reement ith the statement) as su stantiated 
by the following most popular answers: “A big idea is impossible without 
alue content, it cannot e totally pra matic  (the most common ans er)  

“Absence of the ideological foundation of the national idea prevents it 
from being accepted and supported by the population”; “The contents of 
the Constitution of the Russian Federation do not impede ideological sub-
stantiation of the national idea  The refusal to fill the national idea ith 
ideological meaning contradicts the general political trends in the develop-
ment of the country and discourse practices of the political establishment”. 
The option “The refusal to create an ideological foundation for the national 
idea has a negative effect on the interest of political parties in taking part 
in real competition” was selected by one respondent.
The position of government authorities regarding argumentation of the 
choice of patriotism as the national idea is quite clear: they lean towards its 
deideologization and unconnectedness with activities of any party (Putin: 
natsionalnaya ideya  ossii  eto patrioti m, )
Analysis of program documents of leading political parties of the Russian 
Federation has not revealed their rigid adherence to any ideological plat-
form – liberal, conservative, social-democratic, etc. It is more traceable 
among parties with a right liberal orientation. Rather, it can be said that the 
civilizational factor serves as a determinant of the fundamental position 
( a hlo  and a hlo a, )
The further examined problem indicative series is oriented towards a com-
parison of the degree of activity shown by different subjects in the sphere 
of suggesting initiatives for the development of the Russian national idea.
Estimations (1 point – the lowest degree of activity, 5 – the highest degree 
of acti ity) presented in Ta le  illustrate the de ree of acti ity sho n y 
different subjects, according to the experts.
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It should be noted that the experts produced a wide range of estimations 
regarding many subjects. For example, according to different experts, the 
rating of activity of the President of the Russian Federation varied from 
one to fi e points  till, the lo est le el of ariation as also re istered in 
the assessment of the President’s activity since most respondents said that 
it could e estimated as four or fi e points
The estimations are specified throu h the e ample of parliamentary par-
ties of the Russian Federation. Table 5 shows the average estimations of 
their acti ities in this field (  point  the lo est de ree of acti ity,   the 
hi hest de ree of acti ity)
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The disparity of expert evaluations can also be observed here. Nearly all 
parties (e cept ust ussia) recei ed oth the hi hest ( ) and the lo est 
( ) ratin s   recei ed the lar est num er of the hi hest estimations, 
which allowed it to end up slightly ahead of the CPRF.
Table 6 shows average expert estimations of the activity of political parties 
in the course of the two latest parliamentary election campaigns, where 
1-2 points stand for low effectiveness, 3 – medium effectiveness and 4-5 
– high effectiveness.

It should be mentioned that the results of the expert survey based on the 
parliamentary campai n of  sho  insi nificant ro th of the ratin s 
of activity carried out by political parties in the sphere under examina-
tion, although the summarized estimation remains on the average level. 
nterestin ly, the num er of the hi hest ratin s (four and fi e points) has 

increased.
Table 7 shows average expert estimations of the activity of political actors 
in different periods, the startin  and finishin  points of hich ere presi-
dential elections, where 1-2 points stand for low effectiveness, 3 – medium 
effectiveness and 4-5 – high effectiveness.
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Table 7 shows that ratings showing the average activity of actors have 
been worked out for each of the indicated periods. Thus, experts have 
reported no si nificant uctuations o er the i en periods  o e er, a 
certain ro th of the num er of hi her ratin s (four and fi e points) can e 
seen over the period from 2012 to 2018 compared with the previous period 
( )  These data correlate ith results of sociolo ical sur eys that 
ha e identified a pea  of patriotic feelin s amon  ussian citi ens in this 
particular period.
The content of discourse practices of different political actors generally 
shows their stable interest in the issues under consideration throughout 
specific periods of time  o e er, it ould e an e a eration to say that 
it has a dominant meaning in the federal political process. It is worth not-
in  that the pre ailin  ans er i en y respondents is the partial si nifi-
cance of these issues for its participants, as ell as insufficient attention 
to them. It is likely that a similar trend will preserve its relevance in the 
immediate future – at least until the parliamentary campaign of 2021.
Meanwhile, all indications are that the authorities have determined their 
position regarding this issue. We believe that they are currently promoting 
certain deaxiologization of the national, or rather, “big” idea expressed in 
terms of “breakthrough” pragmatization and materialization of its compo-
nents and driving forces. At the same time, the appeal to traditional values 
remains unchanged, although there are some vulnerabilities connected pri-
marily ith the insufficient incorporation of the local e perience, culture 
and spiritual potential. We assume that in spite of the demonstration of ac-
tivity, as of today none of the parties of the Russian Federation represent-
ed in the federal parliament by factions or single-mandate deputies have 
developed a clear and original framework in this respect. It should also 
be mentioned that the parties and the country’s senior political leadership 
agree on some essential questions – development of patriotism, preserva-
tion of the nation, common historical past shared by many peoples, etc.

4. Discussion
The answers submitted by experts and conclusions based on the research 
into theoretical, official and party discourse sho  the contro ersial nature 
of perception of the problem not only from the essential but also from 
conceptual, methodological and even strategic perspective on political de-
elopment  or e ample,  hilo  ( ) defines a national idea as a hy-

pothetical affirmation formulated and culti ated amon  the population y 
the ruling establishment “in order to preserve the status quo of the political 
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regime”. This view is partially proven true by actual political practices. 
It is no coincidence that experts often claim that calls for patriotism are 
fictitious or formal  o e er, it appears that this interpretation is too utili-
tarian, which, in our opinion, is methodologically inadequate for substanti-
ation of the Russian national idea from the value-based and socio-cultural 
perspective and in terms of development and promotion of civil identity.
At the same time, it should be admitted that such approach to the national 
idea re ects the eneral ci ili ational chan es ta in  place all o er the 
world that are connected with a wide spread of corporate relations and the 
idea ingrained in the public consciousness about the “progressiveness” of 
the market with excessive utilitarian needs and the egoistic “homo eco-
nomicus”, the highest value for whom is represented by material assets. 
On the other hand, sociological studies show that the values of corporate 
ideology are not crucial for the majority of Russian people. Social justice 
remains the main political value for the Russian population over the last 
years, hich is also confirmed y e perts  or e ample, in   of 
respondents said that the future of Russia should be based on “social jus-
tice” (according to the Federal Research Centre of the Russian Academy of 

ciences)  nother si nificant alue for ussians is patriotism, defined in 
most responses as love for one’s own country, striving to change the state 
of things in the country and working for the country’s good. According to 
the ussian u lic pinion esearch enter ( ), in , the share 
of ussians ho consider themsel es to e patriots, amounted to  (the 
hi hest fi ure in  years, ha in  risen from  in )  n opinion 
poll held by the Public Opinion Foundation in 2018 produced a different 
result ( ) and specified the criteria for patriotism chosen y respond-
ents, including being convinced that one’s own country is the best one; the 
importance of serving in the army; being not indifferent to Russian nature; 
no led e of the ussian history, etc  ( nstitut sotsiolo ii  afi siro -

al peremenu nastroenii u rossiyan, 2018; Kochetkov, 2018; Patriotism, 
)  The i en data call for restitution of homo politicus  ho acts 

in a frame of extra-economic goals, factors and motivations, presenting 
increasin ly important factors of human pro ress  ( artyano , )
We suppose that more active development of the issue of formation of a 
national idea by Russian parties could become an important mechanism 
encouraging reinforcement of patriotic feelings, strengthening the political 
consensus and nationwide unity of the peoples living in Russia. Nowadays 
these issues are not sufficiently addressed in party pro rams  n addition, 
it should be noted that in spite of the variety of program statements, this 
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topic is one of the few ones that do not provoke fundamental controversies. 
The views on this issue expressed by political parties are largely in agree-
ment, which can probably be explained by basic determinants (historical 
past, eo raphical location, ethnic and cultural di ersity, etc ) that shape 
the mentality of population and the voters’ moods.
Recently patriotism has become the subject of a large number of works. 
Besides, it is discussed widely in political circles. Researchers emphasize 
the necessity of rethinking this very concept and the mechanisms for its 
de elopment in the current situation ( er ina, )  any authors and 
experts reasonably note that the patriotic component of the national idea 
is extremely important, but the whole of its content cannot be reduced to 
patriotism only.
The unsatisfied demand for social ustice, shorta e of solidarity, esterni-
zation, technologization, deformation of channels and mechanisms for the 
transmission of spiritual legacy, etc. in modern Russia are all socio-cultur-
al threats to the state and society ( hestopal and ele ne a, )  perts 
acknowledge the existence of a great number of factors that urge the rapid 
development of the Russian national idea and they are absolutely right. 
Among these factors, there are those of internal and external origin: es-
calation of confrontation on the global stage, aggravation of threats and 
challenges to national security; external pressure, including that of sanc-
tions; disproportional development of subjects of the Russian Federation, 
increasing social inequality in Russia; the crisis of traditional values. How-
ever, as we have demonstrated earlier, their cumulative negative effect has 
not yet been fully recognized by the political establishment, which, ac-
cording to experts, adheres to neoliberal values. We also agree with experts 
that responses to relevant challenges are still of situational character and 
that acceptance of a certain idea by the population as the national idea is 
mainly hampered y internal ulnera ilities and deficiencies rather than 
e ternal destructi e in uence
In the light of the above-mentioned circumstances, it is reasonable to stand 
for the si nificance of the declaration of the ussian national idea as the 
foundation for strategic management. The focus on “the close interconnec-
tion et een the material, spiritual and social aspects that is re ected y 
the national idea and its components – national well-being and security” 
appears methodolo ically correct ( ano  et al , )  ational ell e-
ing and security, as well as sustainable development of the country, cannot 
be provided by a community of people who have been turned into con-
sumers and have lost their creativity. This why it is necessary to devel-
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op a national idea that embodies “the meaning of the country’s existence, 
answers the questions as to what it is, where and why it is going, what is 
valuable and impossible to be sold for it and why it should be respected in 
the orld  ( ula shin, , p  )
Taking into account the role of religious traditions in the life of the Rus-
sian society, this process requires the participation of religious organiza-
tions that have “an integral worldview and humanistic principles of human 
co-existence that have been tested over centuries” (Mukhametzyano-
a u al, )  ean hile, a reasona le attitude of o ernment insti-

tutions to traditional religions implies a combination of support and re-
spect, on the one hand, and drawing a clear distinction between religious 
structures and secular statehood, religious doctrines and national ideology, 
on the other hand. Ideologization of the worldview advocated by a particu-
lar religion is fraught with aggravation of interconfessional and interethnic 
relations. It is important to put emphasis on the integrative potential of 
traditional confessions and their everlasting spiritual value. It is no coinci-
dence that the thought is expressed in foreign discourse that in Russia the 
Orthodox identity is an attribute of cultural rather than religious identity 
and self identification as astern rthodo  does not necessarily ha e a 
theolo ical meanin  ( arhola and ehnin , )
The facts set forth above allow us to make a conclusion about the complex 
nature of a national idea necessary for Russia. In other words, it has to em-
brace the solution of economic, social, moral and psychological problems 
in their interconnection and inte rity  ( hura le  and ure ich, )  

The complex nature of the national idea is manifested in its functions ori-
ented towards the completion of management tasks.

5. Conclusion
The conducted analysis has re ealed the unfinished character of a num-
ber of aspects related to the issue under consideration. Basically, two key 
aspects can e identified  irst, it is the correlation et een the concepts 
“national idea” and “state idea”, which are treated as synonymous in many 
publications. Second, it refers to continuing the search for methodological 
foundations of re ection on the ussian national idea and its formulation, 
which is clearly observed in the creation of the image of the country’s fu-
ture against the backdrop of modern challenges. In this context, we believe 
that the search for a national idea in the Russian setting from the perspec-
tive of postmodernism is non-productive. The reductionism of utilitarian 
and technocratic approaches lead to one sidedness and un ustified domi-
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nation of the material aspect over the spiritual and social ones. Relying 
on the most frequently used concepts that make up the main meanings of 
the national idea according to scientists, politicians and members of the 
public, at present time its essence can be expressed by the following triad: 
“Justice. Patriotism. Faith”.
What can encourage the accomplishment of this task? Naturally, in the 
first place, elimination of the identified pro lems or at least defusin  them 
can improve the situation. In terms of management initiatives and actions, 
what is important is not only presence of a clear, strategically adjusted and 
reasonable pattern and tools adequate to the situation and internal capa-
bilities, but also really patriotic behavior shown by the political establish-
ment, its blending not into the globalized transnational elite, but into the 
enuine life of the country and its people  t is necessary to find the ri ht 

balance in the relationship between the central government and subjects 
of the Russian Federation, activate the dialog between the authorities and 
civil society institutions, as well as the expert community. As for the exter-
nal dimension, it is important to continue and enhance the efforts aimed at 
providing support to compatriots and implementation of the priority inte-
grative formats in the Eurasian space while preserving and strengthening 
of the role of Russia as a guarantor of security and stability on regional and 
global levels, reinforcement of its status as not only a Eurasian, but also 
a world power. It is also crucial to promote one of the essential socio-cul-
tural components of domestic and foreign policy – support the Russian 
language and culture and provide them with indisputable priority status 
in Russia.
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